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Therapeutic Communication Checklist
Directions: Use this tool to evaluate the level of therapeutic communication in the classroom and to set
goals for increasing proficiency. Classroom staff should rate the team or classroom program as a
whole. Do not rate yourself or individual staff members. In addition to providing a numerical rating in
each category, it may also be helpful to put a mark next to any items you think need more focus.
Visual Support of the Verbal Message—Talk Less and Show More
verbal communication is supported visually
when repeatedly redirecting student behavior
when responding to student distress about the work
when responding to questions about the schedule
when responding to questions about the routine
when giving instructions about an assignment
when clarifying how to do an assignment
when explaining how much to do
when explaining the order of work activities within a task
when students protest, argue, complain or refuse
Verbal communication is reduced when visual supports are used
Students are frequently directed to "look" when staff refer to visual supports. "Look, the routine right
now is. . ." (point to the visual of the routine)
Verbal communication is short and scripted when referring to visual supports
Verbal communication while showing visuals leaves pauses between short scripted statements
The class is noisy due to the abundance of verbal directions.
We need to improve We need to improve We are doing okay
considerably
somewhat
1
*
2
*
3
*

We are doing
very well
4
*

We are doing
outstanding
5

Language to Support Routine
Scripted repetitive language is used to prompt, support, and redirect routines.
Visual displays are put up to remind and to show the order of the routine.
Language about important elements of the routine tells the students what is expected instead of telling
the students what not to do.
Language to redirect behavior is neutral, not personal ("The routine for asking for help is to use a polite
request. That's our routine, so I'm going to have you follow that." Instead of, "I'm asking you to stop
being rude. That's not how we ask for help in this class.").
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Responses to requests are affirmative, rather than in the negative ("Can I do my math on the
computer?" Say this: "Let me check the routine. The routine says that computer math is after you finish
with the worksheet, so yes, you can do your math on the computer, once you finish your worksheet.").
The use of the word "no" is rare, as in phrases such as, "No, you can't use the computer. It's not time
for the computer. Don't keep asking me about the computer."
There is precision in language about routines in that all staff say pretty much the same thing when
redirecting students.
We need to improve We need to improve We are doing okay
considerably
somewhat
1
*
2
*
3
*

We are doing
very well
4
*

We are doing
outstanding
5

Improving Comprehension of the Nuances of Routine
Intervention for comprehension of the subtle aspects of routines includes reduced verbal
communication while increasing the detail of visual communication (about what is expected) and
increasing visual feedback on performance (about how close student is to expectations).
Scripted and illustrated comprehension guides (stories and/or booklets) are referred to during the actual
routine or learning activity and reminders and redirection is provided in scripted fashion—while
pointing—and without disrupting the flow of what is going on.
Feedback on student performance is referred to visually, pointing out the Green Zone, the credit report,
individualized visual feedback systems (“Let me check The Green Zone. All right, you’re in the green,
go ahead.").
We need to improve We need to improve We are doing okay
considerably
somewhat
1
*
2
*
3
*

We are doing
very well
4
*

We are doing
outstanding
5

Words That Build the Relationship
Staff communication reflects warmth, kindness, sensitivity to emotional needs, and thoughtfulness in
response to children in the class.
Staff engage in communication using positive, respectful language presented with a calm voice.
Staff use words in a way that can build positive character. (“That was nice of you to let Jane have the
first turn. You are a very considerate person.”)
Staff provide recognition that shapes a positive student identity (“You did a great job on this math
paper. I want you to be one of my math helpers.”).
Staff refrain from communication that shapes a negative identity, including:
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negative absolutes: “You never clean up,” “You’re always making trouble.”
negative superlatives: “You are the worst speller," You are the slowest worker”
negative narrative or history: “Get it done on time for a change”
negative character labels: “You are... thoughtless, careless, irresponsible, dishonest, a slow poke,
lazy, sneaky, a liar, a clown, a poor listener.”
negative comparisons: “Your brother got the brains and you got the sense of humor."
The word give is used frequently as staff interact with students (give time, give space, give credit, give
a chance or opportunity, give attention, give thought. . ."This is important, so I'm going to give you some
time to think about that. . . "I know you're not happy about it, so I'm going to give you a chance to try
that again.").
We need to improve We need to improve We are doing okay
considerably
somewhat
1
*
2
*
3
*

We are doing
very well
4
*

We are doing
outstanding
5

Words Should Show You Are Attuned
Staff show that they notice, that they see what is most important, figure out what is really going on, and
they convey this to students. The word notice is used frequently in comments about the student ("This
is what I just noticed about you. . .or about the situation.").
Staff read the emotional states of the students and they adjust their interactions accordingly, adjusting
the pacing, physical proximity, tone of voice, and length of sentence to prevent overwhelming students
who are stressed.
Staff match the pace of communication to the comprehension level of the student, slowing down and
clarifying if necessary, using shorter sentences with more space between the sentences.
Staff match the pace of the communication to the stress level of the student. Slowing down, leaving
space to process, rephrasing when necessary.
Staff allow time for the student to settle before going back to instructions or demands (perhaps
following a break). Staff start again with the student from a point of calm.
Staff refrain from asking questions that require a major shift in student concentration. Instead, staff
make comments and provide commentary if the student appears to be focused on the work and may
have trouble shifting attention.
Staff reduce the number of questions used in initiating interactions with students, or they use "fill in the
blank" or "multiple choice" response formats. Then, If the student is unresponsive to engaging through
staff comments or commentary, staff become quiet, instead of asking more questions.
Staff report on themselves during discussions with the student. "Right now, I'm really listening to what
you're telling me and I'm giving it a lot of thought because I know how important it is to you." Staff report
on how much they're listening, how much thought they're giving it, how much they're helping or not
helping. "I'm giving you a chance to do that one without my help because I know you want to see what
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you can do on your own." "See how I helped you with that? In this class, we help each other because
we care about each other."
We need to improve We need to improve We are doing okay
considerably
somewhat
1
*
2
*
3
*

We are doing
very well
4
*

We are doing
outstanding
5

Reinforcement and Effective Positive Feedback
Staff show that they are impressed and they convey that with specific detail rather than a general
comment. “I’m impressed. I was expecting students to find five out of the ten new terms, but you found
eight. You must have worked really hard.”
Staff show that they are impressed and they convey that by telling others. “Look up here for a minute. I
just found what I was looking for. Look how neat this paper is. Everything is lined up, the writing is neat,
and all the steps are numbered. If anyone needs help setting up their paper, you can check with
Rachel.”
Staff show that they are impressed by writing notes to students
I noticed your hand up in science today. I could tell you were
really paying attention. I appreciate your effort and I think you
will see it pay off on your next quiz. Keep up the good work.
Positive feedback involves novel, rather than scripted language, language that makes it clear to the
student that staff are truly paying attention and are impressed. Staff avoid saying things like, "Great job
following the routine," and instead, they find one thing worth recognizing in the routine. "I really
appreciate how quiet you were following the hallway routine. That shows a lot of consideration for all
the students in class who are trying to work. You are very considerate."
Language conveys hope and opportunity. "I'm going to give you a chance to move up by . . .” (after a
move down in the Green Zone). “You're not in the green. Ask me again when you get into the green.”
"Don't worry, you'll have another chance to pick working hard so you can earn credit."
We need to improve We need to improve We are doing okay
considerably
somewhat
1
*
2
*
3
*

We are doing
very well
4
*

We are doing
outstanding
5

Memory Building and Perception Management
Words are carefully scripted to clarify perception in situations where it would be very easy for the
student to distort and forget what really happened.
"I came over to give you credit, but I'm looking at your paper and you haven't done any work. Instead I
see you drawing on your paper. I'm going to give you a chance to get some work done so I can give
you credit."
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Language is used to help students focus on the present, clear up misperceptions, and create more
accurate memories. The words "right now" and "this is what I see" are frequently used while describing
behavior and while describing the situation for the student to remember.
"Right now, this is what I see. You are totally focused on your work, completely quiet, and fully
concentrating on your writing. I'm going to remember this picture of you as a totally focused, really hard
worker. I'm impressed. I'm giving you double credits for that."
Remembering is frequently triggered.
"You have a lot of credits. I remember, you were totally focused on your writing and I gave you double
credits for that."
"I remember what happened. I gave you a chance to earn credit for doing your work and you picked not
doing your work. I'm surprised you picked that, because now you don't have enough credits to pick the
activity of your choice."
We need to improve We need to improve We are doing okay
considerably
somewhat
1
*
2
*
3
*

We are doing
very well
4
*

We are doing
outstanding
5

Triggering Defensive Behavior and Undermine Motivation
Staff refrain from directing behavior with questions.
"Are you supposed to be doing that right now? Is that the way you're supposed to line up? Do you
think I'm happy with you right now?"
Staff speak in the Affirmative instead.
"Right now, the routine is___so that's what I want you to do. . .Right now I'm giving credit for___. .
.I'm going to give you a chance to move up by___"
Staff refrain from Belittling.
“It’s amazing how little you care about your work. I know kids in kindergarten who can do neater
work than this.”
Staff speak of positive expectations instead.
“Rachel, I looked quickly at the paper you just handed in and I was surprised. It doesn’t look like
some of the other neat and careful work I’ve gotten from you. I’m going to have you take this and
turn it into a real Rachel paper.”
Staff refrain from Blaming and Accusing.
“You made a mess at the computer area. Are you this sloppy at home?”
Staff Describe the Problem instead
“Ben, I’m looking at the computer area and I see your book on the table, a pencil on the floor and
many scraps of paper around the chair. Let's have you follow the reset for neatness routine."
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Staff refrain from using Sarcasm.
“Today should be declared a holiday, you finally managed to turn in a paper on time. I guess today
is my lucky day.”
Staff make Legitimate Recognitions of Effort instead.
“Jane, I want you to know I noticed your paper was in on time. I appreciate the effort that must have
taken. I know it’s not easy. Think about what you did differently this time and keep it up.”
Staff refrain from Name Calling.
“You get the prize. You are the ‘number one interrupter.’ Do You know how rude and disrespectful it
is to keep interrupting while I’m with another student?”
Staff Give Information instead.
“When you see me helping a student you probably think it’s a good time to get help from me, but
actually, it’s the worst time because I can only help when I’m not interrupted. When you have your
turn, you will notice how much better it works when we’re not interrupted.”
Staff refrain from Embarrassing.
“You forgot your homework again? All right class, it looks like Jane is going to keep us waiting
another day for our perfect homework completion goal.”
Staff Keep it Private instead (e.g., write it in a note).
“I know you must feel bad about forgetting your homework again. Give it some thought and let me
know when you come up with a few solutions to your problem. Then we’ll get together and work out
a better plan.”
Staff refrain from Threatening.
“You better get back to work on that paper or you’ll have to give up your free time while everyone
else is having fun.”
Staff State Things as a Choice instead.
“I see you wandering around the room while your math paper is not done. You can finish your work
at your desk or work up next to my desk, if you need a change of scenery.” Or, “I want to remind
you that your choice is to finish your work now or during the free time period right before lunch.”
Staff refrain from Comparing.
“If the rest of the class can finish on time, why can’t you?”
Staff Enlist the Student’s Help instead.
“I know there must be a reason why you’re not finishing your work on time. I wonder if you can help
me figure it out. Think about it, let me know what you come up with, then maybe I can help. We’ll
make a plan during recess today.”
Staff refrain from Shouting and Ordering.
“Gabriel, open your book to page twenty-five, pick up your pencil, and start working on the first ten
problems, now!”
Staff state Feelings Instead of Showing Feelings.
“Gabriel, I’m sure you can appreciate how frustrating it gets when you have to repeat the same
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instructions over again because people aren’t listening the first time. It gives me the feeling that you
don’t care about what I am saying.” Remember to use “I” statements rather than blaming
statements. “I feel _______ when you ______ because _____.”
Or, "Right now I'm giving credit to students who have an open book and who are already starting to
write."
Staff refrain from Reprimanding.
“Who said you could use my scissors? How many times have I told you not to take things off my
desk without permission?”
Staff Assume the Best of Intentions instead.
"You probably didn’t want to bother me when you took the scissors off my desk, but never mind
that. You can always interrupt me to ask my permission before you borrow something off my desk.”
Staff refrain from using Guilt and Raising Anxiety to Motivate Behavior.
"I hope you finish your lunch in time to go out to recess."
"I hope you're studying right now, because you won't do well on the test if you're not."
Staff Present Contingencies and Choices instead.
"Remember, first finish your lunch, then go out to recess."
"You can miss part of recess if you need more time to finish your lunch."
"If you want to do well on the test you need to use this time to study for it."
"If you decide to study very little, expect a lower grade on the test."
We need to improve We need to improve We are doing okay
considerably
somewhat
1
*
2
*
3
*

We are doing
very well
4
*

We are doing
outstanding
5

Reflective Listening
Staff use reflective listening to clear up misperceptions and they are able to convince students that
they've been listened to and understood.
Staff listen with patience and without interrupting
Staff tell back what they’ve heard (“Let me see if I’ve got this right.”)
Staff encourage students to retell and clarify while staff listen again with patience.
We need to improve We need to improve We are doing okay
considerably
somewhat
1
*
2
*
3
*

We are doing
very well
4
*

We are doing
outstanding
5

Deescalate Struggles
Staff communicate effectively to deescalate struggles
Staff refrain from using threats and ultimatums (you better put that pencil down, or else)
Staff refrain from issuing commands (use the “first/then” phrase, or direct in the form of a choice, or
remind about the routine).
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Staff use a calm, level voice.
Staff reduce the amount of verbal language during deescalation.
Staff increase visual communication during deescalation (refer to posted routines).
Staff acknowledge and validate student feelings ("I can see you're upset. I understand how you could
be feeling that way right now. You thought you were all done with your math, so of course you feel
upset.").
Staff draw the distinction between feelings and behavior ("It's okay to be angry about the math, it's not
okay to yell and swear.").
Staff describe objectively what is happening. Staff listen with patience, without interrupting or jumping
too quickly to conclusions, then tell back what they’ve heard (“Let me see if I’ve got this right. I want to
help so I am trying to understand.”)
Staff offer choices, explain the choices and the likely outcomes, and allow time and
space to think about it (walk away briefly while the student is thinking).
Staff expand time and refrain from adding the pressure of time limits ("Take all the time
you need, no hurry. Give yourself some time to decide if you need to, don't decide right
away. It's okay to sit and watch for a while, until you feel ready.").
Staff try to keep deescalation efforts as private as possible
We need to improve We need to improve We are doing okay
considerably
somewhat
1
*
2
*
3
*

We are doing
very well
4
*

We are doing
outstanding
5

Effective Criticism and Corrective Feedback
Staff first point out what is right, then what needs to be different. They first describe what is already
done, then what needs to be done.
“You’ve got some really fascinating information about butterflies. See if you can group the ideas by
different topics, then write a paragraph for each topic, rather than one long paragraph full of many
different ideas.”
Staff deliver criticism and corrective feedback as privately as possible.
When stopping by the student's desk and offering correction, staff refrain from standing there and
waiting for a proper acknowledgement. Instead, they point out the routine, point out an example, then
move on and give the student an independent and private chance to make a decision.
Also, when issuing directives, staff allow some wait time before repeating the directive or before moving
on to a more serious consequence.
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Soon after the student has made a better choice, staff reinforce the student.
Staff refrain from giving positive feedback on compliance (e.g., "Thank you for being quiet, as I had
asked."). Instead, staff attempt to reinforce a related behavior (e.g., "You're doing a great job focusing
on your work.").
Staff refrain from using an abundance of words to make a point about behavior that the student needs
to change.
We need to improve We need to improve We are doing okay
considerably
somewhat
1
*
2
*
3
*
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very well
4
*

We are doing
outstanding
5

